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THE ANDERSON BROTHERS

THERAPISTS TALK
ABOUT WORKING
WITH THE TWINS
Mr. Rijo 'RJ' Rajan, PT

“Jared and Jordan are two of the most
resilient and determined individuals
that I have been blessed to work with in
my career. Their relentless drive
towards pursuit of their goals, and their
tenacious mindset to never quit in the
face of every adversity is awe-inspiring.
They are an inspiration, a role model,
and an incredible friend to those
around them. I cannot wait to see all
the great things they both will
accomplish in their life.”

Miss Alana Reynolds, OT

“I was lucky enough to work with Jared
and Jordan for two summers. Sometimes
I would wonder who was actually learning
more from who! They both came
prepared with their own goals, their own
drive and motivation, with a level of
commitment, optimism and resilience
that I will forever be inspired by.”

LIFTING EACH
OTHER UP

Many at Bay Cliff have called one of these two young men by the
wrong name at some point in time. Even though there is much to
distinguish Jared and Jordan Anderson from each other, the ties of
brotherhood are so strong that the twins often seemed an
interchangeable, supportive unit - one that tripped up their
counselors and therapists on occasion!
Jared and Jordan have accomplished amazing things during their 15
summers at Bay Cliff! Each has been honored with the Abby Beecher
Roberts "Camper of the Year" Award during his long tenure as a Bay
Cliff camper. Each has completed an ascent of the Beach Trail - a
quarter mile journey up a harrowing 6% grade - under his own
power. Each has been a leader in his unit, providing a positive
example to his fellow campers.
What is truly remarkable, though, is how Jared and Jordan have
rejoiced in the success of the other. Jordan cheered at the top of his
lungs as Jared made an electric save in the Crutch Club soccer match.
Jared looked on and applauded as Jordan swam out of his overturned
kayak, safely completing an essential safety skill that allowed him to
participate in a trip on Lake Independence.
This is the essence of brotherhood and friendship. The twins have
demonstrated an incredible, competitive drive to reach their personal
goals, but at the same time, both recognized that the success of the
other did not diminish their own accomplishments. And so, they
chose to raise each other up. They chose to be present for each other
in their best moments. Everyone at Bay Cliff knows, with confidence,
that the twins - independent of each other and together - will have a
glowing future.

THE ANDERSON BROTHERS

15 SUMMERS OF...
“Our family had never heard of Bay
Cliff until a physical therapist
happened to notice Jared and
Jordan during a clinic visit, and
informed us of the many health
camp opportunities our sons
would have available in a town
called Big Bay." Dave Anderson,
the father of Jared and Jordan,
reflects back on how Bay Cliff
first came onto the Anderson
family's radar. The twins were
just 3 years old at the time. They
would go on to spend the next
14 consecutive summers on the
shore of Lake Superior. In 2020,
both participated in Bay Cliff
Virtual Camp, thus becoming 15summer veterans of Bay Cliff
programming.

BIRTHDAYS!
The twins have spent nearly all of
their shared July birthdays at Bay
Cliff. At camp, this means going
up in front of all campers and
staff in the Big House while they
loudly sing "Happy Birthday" and
"Bay Cliff Box". And of course,
there's cake!

COMMUNITY EVENTS!
Many visitors come to spend
time with the campers over
the summer, including
members of the Harley
Owner's Group, the Lions
Club, the Elks Club, the
General Federation of
Women's Clubs (GFWC), and
many more!

THE ANDERSON BROTHERS

ENJOYING THE GREAT OUTDOORS!
From Nature and Recreation
classes to kayaking and camping,
many of the hours spent at Bay
Cliff take place outside. The
Anderson brothers thrive in the
great outdoors, especially
embracing any opportunity to be
around and in the water.

CELEBRATING THE 4TH OF JULY!
Every summer, Bay Cliff
celebrates the 4th of July with a
parade through the village of Big
Bay. The twins dressed up in
their cabin theme and traveled
the route lined by cheering
crowds! All of camp gathers on
the beach the following Saturday
night for the Big Bay fireworks
display - Fire on the Bay!!

MEETING THERAPY GOALS!
Physical, Occupational, and
Speech Therapists work with
campers one-on-one and in
groups over the course of a
summer. Jared and Jordan have
shown remarkable
determination to meet (and
exceed!) their summer therapy
goals, year after year!

VIRTUAL CAMP
FINDING SUCCESS IN A
DIFFERENT WORLD
It's certainly been an unusual year! As the
world began to change with the seasons in
2020, it became apparent that summer
therapy camp, as we know it, wouldn't be
possible. A heartbreaking moment, to be
sure, but one which moved the Bay Cliff
community into action.
Over the course of the next three months,
the staff developed Bay Cliff Virtual Camp
(BCVC) - an online-based program slated to
deliver new and traditional camp activities,
therapy exercises and challenges, and a
chance to socialize with fellow campers.
For the first time in Bay Cliff's 86-year history,
Jared and Jordon were among the 50
campers participating in a remote camp
experience. With contributions from dozens
of volunteers, donors, and past staff
members, the 2020 camp season was a
resounding success. Our community
demonstrated its resilience and creativity.
Most importantly, our campers showed us
what determination and commitment can
look like in a very different world. Once again
they were a guiding light for us all.

Bay Cliff will shine!
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Celebrating the (virtual) Birthday Party this summer via zoom!

MAKING DREAMS COME TRUE
A Lifetime of Achievement

Jared and Jordan Anderson have spent 15 summers at Bay Cliff
Health Camp! For 15 years, they came through the gates of Bay
Cliff prepared to work hard, to try new things, and to achieve their
goals towards greater independence. And so, they did - every
summer!

Like the more than 12,000 children who have received therapy
over the years, Jared and Jordan will have countless memories
because of people like you. These memories -these miracles- only
happen because of the extraordinary generosity of many people.
Bay Cliff has been providing young people with great opportunities
and life-changing camp experiences for 87 years, but we cannot do
it alone.
If you have never given before, please consider a contribution. If
you give regularly, please consider a small increase to help us
prepare for any contingency we may encounter as we get ready for
the 2021 camp season. In these challenging times we remain
steadfast in our commitment to provide therapy and a Bay Cliff
experience for our campers and their families – come what may.
Please join us as we ensure that there will be many more children
like Jared and Jordan – children who call Bay Cliff home. Please
donate today. Help us ensure the future of Bay Cliff Health Camp
during these uncertain times.

Are you considering a different type of commitment to Bay
Cliff? There are many other meaningful ways to give. Our
Development Fund helps us meet present needs with an
unrestricted pool of resources, while an Endowment
provides long-term support, with an initial amount that is
never spent, but instead invested and allowed to grow. You
may also want to consider a legacy gift. This is a gift made in
honor of someone, such as a memorial or by remembering
Bay Cliff in your will.

Consider taking advantage of the one-time tax incentive
offered. Through the CARES Act while supporting Bay Cliff
campers, programs and facility improvements. As a donor
you can be assured of our responsible stewardship of the
gifts we receive – over 85% of all our support goes directly
into programs* that support our campers!
* Percentages from 2019 Bay Cliff Audit Makela, Toutant, Hill, Nardi &
Katona, P.C.t

REMEMBERING BAY CLIFF IN YOUR WILL
This is one of the most meaningful legacies you can
provide your family and to Bay Cliff Health Camp.
Your gift may be expressed in these words:

"I give and bequeath the sum of $______ (or _____ %
of my estate) to Bay Cliff Health Camp for its most
important priorities."

PLEASE NOTE: Donations must be received or postmarked
by December 31, 2020 to be acknowledged as a 2020
contribution.
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